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Abstract
We study integrated prefetching and caching in single and parallel disk systems. In the ﬁrst part of the
paper, we investigate approximation algorithms for the single disk problem. There exist two very popular
approximation algorithms called Aggressive and Conservative for minimizing the total elapsed time. We give
a reﬁned analysis of the Aggressive algorithm, improving the original analysis by Cao et al. We prove that
our new bound is tight. Additionally, we present a new family of prefetching and caching strategies and give
algorithms that perform better than Aggressive and Conservative. In the second part of the paper, we inves-
tigate the problem of minimizing stall time in parallel disk systems. We present a polynomial time algorithm
for computing a prefetching/caching schedule whose stall time is bounded by that of an optimal solution. The
schedule uses at most 2(D − 1) extra memory locations in cache. This is the ﬁrst polynomial time algorithm
that, using a small amount of extra resources, computes schedules whose stall times are bounded by that of
optimal schedules not using extra resources. Our algorithm is based on the linear programming approach of
[Journal of the ACM 47 (2000) 969]. However, in order to achieve minimum stall times, we introduce the new
concept of synchronized schedules in which fetches on the D disks are performed completely in parallel.
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1. Introduction
In today’s computer systems there is a growing gap between processor speed and memory access
time. Therefore an effective utilization of caches is increasingly important. Prefetching and caching
are well-known and extensively studied techniques to improve the performance of memory hierar-
chies. In prefetching missing memory blocks are loaded from slow memory, e.g., a disk, into cache
before their actual reference. Caching strategies try to keep actively referenced blocks in cache. The
goal of both tools is to reduce processor stall times that are incurred when requested data are not
available in cache. Most of the previous work on prefetching and caching investigated these two
techniques separately, see e.g. [4,5,8,9,16,19,20] for some selected papers, although there is a strong
interaction. Prefetching blocks too early can cause the eviction of blocks from cache referenced in
the near future. Caching blocks too long can diminish the effect of prefetching.
In recent years, initiated by a paper of Cao et al. [6], there have been a number of studies that
integrate prefetching and caching. The goal is to design strategies that coordinate prefetching and
caching decisions. Both theoretical and experimental studies were presented [6,7,10–15,17,18]. It was
demonstrated that an integration of prefetching and caching leads to a substantial improvement in
systems performance.
Cao et al. [6] introduced a model for integrated prefetching and caching that we will also use
in this paper. We are given a request sequence  = r1, . . . , rn consisting of n requests. Each request
speciﬁes a block in the memory system. We ﬁrst assume that all blocks reside on a single disk.
To serve a request the requested block must be in cache. The cache can simultaneously store k
blocks. Serving a request to a block in cache takes 1 time unit. If a requested block is not in cache,
then it must be fetched from disk, which takes F time units. A fetch operation may overlap with
the service of requests to blocks already in cache. If a fetch, i.e., a prefetch, of a block is initiated
at least F requests before the reference to the block, then the block is in cache at the time of the
request and no processor stall time is incurred. If the fetch is started only i, i < F , requests before
the reference, then the processor has to stall for F − i time units until the fetch is ﬁnished. When
a fetch operation is initiated, a block must be evicted from cache to make room for the incoming
block. Thus a prefetch operation critically affects the cache conﬁguration in that we must also
drop a block. The evicted page is unavailable starting from the initiation of the prefetch. The
goal is to minimize the total processor stall time incurred on the entire request sequence. This
is equivalent to minimizing the elapsed time, which is the sum of the processor stall time and
the length of the request sequence. We point out here that the input  is completely known in
advance.
To illustrate the problem, consider a small example. Let the request sequence be  = b1, b2, b3, b4,
b4, b5, b1, b4, b4, b2. Assume that we have a cache of size k = 4 and that initially blocks b1, b2, b3,
and b4 reside in cache. Let F = 4. The ﬁrst missing block is b5. We could initiate the fetch for b5
when starting the service of the request to b2. The fetch would be executed while serving requests
b2, b3, b4, and b4 and completed in time. However, when starting this fetch, we can only evict b1,
which is requested again after b5. To load b1 we incur 3 units of stall time as the fetch can only
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overlap with the request to b5 and the elaped time is 13 time units. A better option is to start the
fetch for b5 at the request to b3. We generate 1 unit of processor stall before the request to b5 but can
evict b2, which is requested again only at the end of  and can be fetched back without incurring
any stall time. The stall time of this second solution is 1 time unit and the elapsed time is 11 time
units.
Integrated prefetching and caching is equally interesting in parallel disk systems. Suppose that we
have D disks and that each memory block resides on exactly one of the disks. Blocks from different
disks may be fetched in parallel. When starting a fetch, we can evict any block from cache, which
corresponds to the case that blocks are read-only and do not have to be written back to disk. Of
course we can take advantage of the parallelism given by a multiple disk system. If the processor
incurs stall time to wait for the completion of a fetch, then other fetches executed in parallel also
make progress towards completion during that time. Again we wish to minimize the total stall time
or elapsed time.
As an example consider two disks, where b1, b2, b3, and b4 reside on disk 1 and c1, c2, and c3 reside
on disk 2. Again k = 4 and F = 4. Suppose that initially b1, b2, c1, and c2 are in cache and that
 = b1, b2, c1, c2, b3, c3, b4. Disk 1 initiates a fetch for b3 at the request to b2; it evicts b1. Disk 2 starts
a fetch for c3 one request later and evicts b2. Disk 1 starts a second fetch at the request to b3 in
order to load b4. There is 1 unit of stall time before the request to b3. The fetch on disk 2 beneﬁts
from this time unit so that no additional stall time is generated before the request to c3. The second
fetch on disk 1 incurs 2 units of stall time. The total stall time of this solution is equal to 3 time
units.
1.1. Previous work
Cao et al. [6] introduced two popular algorithms, called Conservative and Aggressive, for inte-
grated prefetching and caching in the single disk problem. Conservative performs exactly the same
block replacements as the optimum ofﬂine paging algorithmMIN [4], while initiating a fetch at the
earliest point in time that is consistent with the choice of blocks to be evicted. Cao et al. showed that
Conservative achieves an approximation ratio of 2 with respect to the elapsed time performance
measure, i.e., the elapsed time of Conservative’s schedule is at most twice the elapsed time of an
optimal schedule. This bound is tight. The Aggressive algorithm starts prefetch operations as soon
as possible. Whenever the algorithm is not in the middle of a fetch, it initiates a new fetch provided
it can evict a block from cache that is not requested before the block to be fetched. Cao et al. proved
that the approximation ratio, with respect to elapsed time, is at most min{1+ F/k , 2} and that this
ratio is tight for F  k . Ambühl and Weber [3] showed that in parallel disk systems, the problem
of computing optimal prefetching/caching schedules is NP-hard. Kimbrel and Karlin [13] analyzed
Aggressive and Conservative in systems with D parallel disks and showed that the approximation
ratios are essentially equal to D. They also proposed an algorithm Reverse Aggressive, which is
the Aggressive algorithm on the reverse sequence, and proved that the approximation guarantee is
bounded by 1+ DF/k . Again the approximation ratios are with respect to the elapsed timemeasure.
Extensive experimental studies, in particular on the performance of the Aggressive algorithm, were
presented in [6,7,14,15].
It was shown in [1] that optimal prefetching/caching schedules for a single disk can be com-
puted in polynomial time. The idea is to formulate the prefetching and caching problem as a
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linear program and to prove that there exists an optimal solution that is integral. The approach
was extended to parallel disk systems and gave a D-approximation algorithm for the stall time
performance measure if the algorithm may use D − 1 extra memory locations in cache. Note
that approximating stall time is harder than approximating elapsed time because in the stall
time measure the length of the request sequence is not part of the objective function. In [2] it
was shown that the linear program of [1] can be translated directly into a multicommodity ﬂow
problem.
1.2. Our contribution
We investigate approximation algorithms for single disk systems as well as algorithms for com-
puting optimal schedules in parallel disk systems. In Section 2, we study the single disk problem
and ﬁrst present a reﬁned analysis of the Aggressive algorithm, improving the analysis by Cao et al.
[6]. We prove thatAggressive achieves an approximation ratio of min{1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1), 2} in the
elapsed time measure. Compared to the bound of Cao et al. there is an additional  kF  − 1 in the de-
nominator of the ﬁrst term.We also show that our analysis is asymptotically tight. For any F and k ,
the approximation ratio of Aggressive is in general not smaller than min{1+ F/(k + k−1F−1), 2}. Since
Aggressive is the most popular algorithm for integrated prefetching and caching, it is important to
know its true approximation guarantee.
Furthermore, we present a new family of algorithms for integrated prefetching and caching. The
algorithms, called Delay(d), delay the next fetch operation for d time units, for any ﬁxed non-neg-
ative integer d . Setting d = 0, Delay(d) is equal to the standard Aggressive strategy; for d = ||
we obtain Conservative. Hence our family of algorithms bridges the gap between the two classical
algorithms for prefetching and caching. As mentioned above, fetching blocks too early can have
a negative inﬂuence on the cache conﬁguration and reduce the effective size of the cache. Thus it
is natural to investigate the effect of delaying fetches by some time units. We analyze Delay(d) for
any d and show that, surprisingly, the best choice of d gives an approximation ratio of
√
3 ≈ 1.73.
Combining this strategy with Aggressive, we obtain an algorithm that achieves an approxima-
tion ratio of min{1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1),
√
3} and hence performs better than both Conservative and
Aggressive.
In Section 3, we investigate the problem of minimizing stall time on D parallel disks. We present
a polynomial time algorithm that, given a request sequence , computes a schedule whose stall time
is bounded by that of an optimal solution for . The solution uses at most 2(D − 1) extra memory
locations in cache. In practice D is small, typically 4 or 5. Thus at the expense of slightly increasing
the extra memory resources, we are able to improve the best previous approximation guarantee
from D to 1. In fact our algorithm is the ﬁrst polynomial time strategy that, using a small amount
of extra resources, computes schedules whose stall times are upper bounded by those of optimal
schedules (not using extra resources). Our algorithm is based on the linear programming approach
of [1]. However, in order to obtain solutions with a smaller stall time, we introduce the new concept
of synchronized schedules in which fetches on theD disks are performed completely in parallel. We
show that there exist synchronized schedules that achieve a minimum stall time provided that they
may use D − 1 extra memory locations in cache. Using linear programming we then compute an
optimal synchronized solution that uses D − 1 extra cache locations. Applying techniques from [1]
we transform an optimal fractional solution into an integral solution. Compared to [1], our trans-
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formation algorithm must use a different scheme for assigning blocks to be evicted in the integral
solution.
2. Approximation algorithms for a single disk
Throughout this section approximation ratios refer to the elapsed time performance measure.
The Aggressive algorithm works as follow. Whenever the algorithm is not prefetching a block, it
initiates a prefetch for the next missing block in the sequence provided it can evict a block from
cache that is not requested before the block to be fetched. In this case it evicts the block whose next
reference is furthest in the future.
Theorem 1. The approximation ratio of Aggressive is at most min{1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1), 2}.
Our upper bound proofs in this section are based on the dominance concept introduced by Cao
et al. [6]. Given a request sequence  = r1, . . . , rn consisting of n requests and a prefetching algo-
rithm A, let cA(A) be the index of the next request at time t when A serves . Let HA(i) be the set of
blocks not present in A’s cache when the next reference is ri . Let hA(i, j), hA(i, j)  i, be the smallest
index such that exactly j different blocks in HA(i) are referenced in the subsequence consisting of
request i up to (and including) request hA(i, j). Intuitively, hA(i, j) is the index of the ﬁrst reference
to the jth block not present in cache after ri−1. Index hA(i, j) is also referred to as A’s jth hole. The
parameter j varies between 1 and n− k . Given two prefetching algorithms A and B, A’s cursor at
time t dominates B’s cursor at time t′ if cA(t)  cB(t′). We say that A’s holes at time t dominate B’s
holes at time t′ if hA(cA(t), j)  hB(cB(t′), j) for all j. Combining these two deﬁnitions we say that
A’s state at time t dominates B’s state at time t′ if A’s cursor at time t dominated B’s cursor at time t′
and A’s holes at time t dominate B’s holes at time t′. Cao et al. [6] proved the following domination
lemma.
Lemma 1. Suppose that algorithm A (resp. algorithm B) initiates a prefetch at time t (resp. t′) and
both algorithms prefetch the next missing block and replace the block whose next reference is furthest
in the future. Suppose that A’s state at time t dominates B’s state at time t′. Then A’s state at time
t + F dominates B’s state at time t′ + F.
Proof of Theorem 1. We assume F  k − 1 and prove an upper bound of 1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1) on
Aggressive’s approximation ratio. If F  k , then our bound implies a 2-approximation, which was
already shown by Cao et al. [6]. The global structure of our proof is similar to that of Cao et
al. and we describe the difference. Let OPT be an optimal prefetching algorithm. We partition
the given request sequence into phases such that each phase consists of exactly k +  kF  − 1 con-
secutive requests. We prove by induction on the number of phases that the following invariant
holds. During each phase i there is a time t such that Aggressive’s state at time t dominates OPT’s
state at time t′  t − iF and neither Aggressive nor OPT are in the middle of a fetch at those
times.
The invariant implies that Aggressive needs at most F · (number of phases) more time units than
OPT to serve the entire request sequence, and on the average it spends at most F extra time units in
each phase. Cao et al. divided the request sequence into different phases which consisted potentially
of only k requests. This resulted in a higher upper bound.
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The crucial part of our proof is to show that while Aggressive is in phase i, for any i, its cursor
always dominates OPT’s cursor. Let cA(t) denote Aggressive’s cursor position at time t. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that at time t during phase i Aggressive’s state dominates OPT’s state at time
t′  t − iF.Then, for all  > 0 such that Aggressive is in phase i at time t + , cA(t + )  cOPT (t′ + ).
Proof.To prove the lemma we distinguish two cases. (1) During phase i, Aggressive never evicts
a block from cache that is requested again in phase i. (2) During phase i, Aggressive does evict
blocks that are requested again in the phase. Case (1) is easy to analyze. Whenever Aggressive
serves a subsequence of requests without fetching blocks, the cursor advances one request in
each time step and hence OPT’s cursor cannot pass Aggressive’s cursor. During the service and
in particular at the end of this subsequence Aggressive’s holes dominate OPT’s holes because
the k blocks in Aggressive’s cache are all requested before any block not in cache and thus
the holes occur at the latest possible positions. Whenever Aggressive performs a series of con-
secutive fetches, Aggressive’s holes in the phase always dominate a corresponding number of
OPT’s next holes. This is because no further holes are introduced in the phase. Since Aggressive
starts fetch operations as early as possible, its cursor cannot fall behind OPT’s cursor. Repeat-
ing these arguments for subsequences with and without fetches, we obtain the inequality of the
lemma.
We next consider case (2). Let l, 1  l  k + Fk  − 1, be the smallest index such that Aggressive,
while processing the phase, evicts the block referenced by the lth request in the phase. Let t′′, t′′  t,
be the time when Aggressive initiates the prefetch in which this block is evicted. Obviously l > k
because when Aggressive fetches a block during the ﬁrst k requests it can always evict a block from
cache that is not referenced during the next k requests. Let l = k + j, for some j  1. When Aggres-
sive initiates the prefetch at time t′′, there can be at most j blocks missing in cache that are requested
until the lth request in the phase. If there were more than j such blocks, then Aggressive could evict
a block whose next request has an index larger than k + j. Thus the algorithm has to execute at
most j +  kF  − 1− j + 1 =  kF  fetches (including the one just initiated) to bring all blocks into
cache that are still requested in the phase.
Between time t and t′′ Aggressive only fetches blocks that are requested during the ﬁrst l− 1
requests of the phase. Otherwise there would be a time where all blocks requested up to the lth
request are in cache and Aggressive initiates a fetch for a block that is requested after the block
evicted. Thus all blocks fetched between t and t′′ were not in cache at time t and using the same
arguments as in case (1) we obtain that cA(t + )  cOPT (t′ + ) for all  with   t′′ − t. In the
following we consider values of  with  > t′′ − t and distinguish two cases depending on whether
or not the up to  kF  remaining fetches are executed immediately one after the other.
Case (2a). First assume that the remaining fetches are executed one after the other. At time t′′
the lth request of the phase is at least k requests away from the current request because when
initiating a fetch Aggressive can always evict a block from cache that is not requested during the
next k references. Aggressive ﬁrst fetches the j′, j′  j, blocks that are missing up to the lth request
of the phase. By the choice of l all these blocks were also missing at the beginning of the phase
and again Aggressive’s cursor always dominates OPT’s cursor during these fetches. After the ser-
vice of at most j′F additional requests after time t′′ these fetches are complete. During the next
k − j′F   kF F − j′F = ( kF  − j′)F requests Aggressive can complete all the remaining fetches
for blocks in the phase and hence completes these fetches before the lth request. No stall time is
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incurred and Aggressive’s cursor dominates OPT’s cursor. During the rest of the phase Aggressive
does not incur stall time either and again its cursor dominates OPT’s cursor.
Case (2b). Finally assume that the at most  kF  fetches after t′′ are not executed immediately
one after the other. Let l′ be the index of the last request in the phase such that no fetch is per-
formed during the service of that request but at least one of the fetches still has to be executed.
Let s be the time when Aggressive reaches this request. We have l′  k because at time s the next
k requests are in cache because no fetch is performed; however blocks requested in the phase are
still missing in cache and  kF  − 1 < k . As before we can show that Aggressive’s cursor dominates
OPT’s cursor between t′′ and s:Aggressive ﬁrst fetches missing blocks that are referenced before the
lth request of the phase and hence were missing at the beginning of the phase. Aggressive’s cursor
cannot fall behind OPT’s cursor. Then Aggressivemay fetch some blocks that are requested during
the lth request of the phase or later. This can be done without incurring any stall time because
l′  k < l. Aggressive’s cursor cannot fall behind OPT’s cursor. After time s Aggressive can fetch
the less than  kF  missing blocks of the phase without generating any stall time. This is because
less than  kF F < k time units are needed and at time s+ 1 the next missing block is at least k − 1
requests away. We conclude that Aggressive’s cursor dominates OPT’s cursor for the rest of the
phase. 
The rest of the proof is identical to that of Cao et al. Let t + t0, t + t1, . . . , t + tr be the cursor
positions where Aggressive initiates fetches after time t but still within the current phase. If OPT is
executing a fetch at time t + tq, 0  q  r, then let t + t′q be the time when this fetch was initiated;
otherwise let t′q = tq. Cao et al. proved inductively that Aggressive’s state at time t + tq dominates
OPT’s state at time t′ + t′q and that Aggressive’s state at time t + tr + F also dominates OPT’s state
at time t′ + t′r + F . The proof makes no assumptions on the phase length and only relies on the
fact that cA(t + )  cOPT (t′ + ), for all  such that Aggressive is still in phase i. Thus we also have
that Aggressive’s state at time t + tr + F dominates OPT’s state at time t′ + t′r + F  t′ + tr . We
conclude that Aggressive is in phase i + 1 at time T = t + tr + F and that its state dominates OPT’s
state at time t′ + tr  t − iF + tr  T − (i + 1)F . 
Theorem 2. The approximation ratio of Aggressive is in general not smaller than min{1+ F/(k +
k−1
F−1), 2}, for any F > 1.
Proof.Weassume F  k . For F > k , a lower boundof 2was already shownbyCao et al. [6]. Consider
any pair F and k such that F − 1 divides k − 1 and let l = k−1F−1 . We construct a request sequence
in phases, each consisting of k + l requests. In each phase we request blocks a1, . . . , ak−l. In phase
i, i  1, we request l new blocks bi1, . . . , bil which have not been referenced before in the sequence.
These are requested at the end of the phase. After the requests to a1 we request the new blocks
bi−11 , . . . , b
i−1
l from the previous phase, and these blocks will not be requested again during the rest
of the sequence. Suppose that Aggressive has initially blocks a1, . . . , ak−l and b01 , . . . , b
0
l in its cache.
Then the ﬁrst three phases are as follows:
 = a1, b01 , . . . , b0l , a2, . . . , ak−l, b11, . . . , b1l, //phase 1,
a1, b11, . . . , b
1
l, a2, . . . , ak−1, b21 , . . . , b
2
l , //phase 2,
a1, b21 , . . . , b
2
l , a2, . . . , ak−l, b31 , . . . , b
3
l , . . . //phase 3.
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In the ﬁrst phase Aggressive starts fetching the missing blocks b11, . . . , b
1
l after the service of a1. It
ﬁrst evicts a1 and then blocks b01 , . . . , b
0
l−1 since the latter are not requested again. Aggressive needs
l · F = k−1F−1 · F = k − 1+ l time units to complete the fetches and hence has one unit of stall time
before the service of b1l. Aggressive then loads the missing block a1 by evicting b
0
l and incurs F − 1
units of stall time. At the beginning of phase 2 Aggressive has blocks a1, . . . , ak−l and b11, . . . , b
1
l
in its cache. The situation is the same as at the beginning of phase 1 except that the b1j take the
role of the b0j and the b
2
j take the role of the b
1
j , j = 1, . . . , l. The same pattern repeats during the
other phases. Thus Aggressive needs k + l+ F time units to serve a phase. On the other hand, an
optimal strategy starts fetching the missing blocks in any phase i after the service of bi−11 and can
thus evict the blocks bi−11 , . . . , b
i−1
l to load b
i
1, . . . , b
i
l. OPT incurs two units of stall time in each phase
and needs k + l+ 2 time units for any phase. The ratio of Aggressive’s time to the optimal time is
1+ (F − 2)/(k + k−1F−1 + 2) and this can be arbitrarily close to the stated bound. 
In addition to the Aggressive algorithm Cao et al. [6] proposed the Conservative strategy. Con-
servative performs exactly the same replacements as the optimum ofﬂine paging algorithm MIN
[4] while initiating a fetch at the earliest opportunity that is consistent with the choice of the block
to be evicted. We now present a family of algorithms that contains Aggressive and Conservative at
the two ends of its spectrum. Using this family we construct an algorithm that performs better than
Aggressive and Conservative. Let d be a non-negative integer. Intuitively the following algorithm
delays a fetch for d time units.
Algorithm Delay(d ). Let ri be the next request to be served and rj , j  i, the next reference where
the requested block is missing in cache. If all blocks in cache are requested before rj , serve ri with-
out initiating a fetch. Otherwise let d ′ = min{d , j − i} and let b be the block whose next request is
furthest in the future after request ri+d ′−1. Initiate a fetch for rj at the earliest point in time after
ri−1 such the evicted block b is not requested again before rj .
Obviously, for d = 0 we obtain the standardAggressive strategy. For d = n, n being the length of
the request sequence, we obtain the Conservative algorithm. Before proving the next theorem, we
mention a few implications.
Theorem 3. For any non-negative integer d , Delay(d) achieves an approximation ratio of
c = max{ d+FF , d+2Fd+F , 3(d+F)d+2F }.
Corollary 1. Setting d0 =  12 (
√
3− 1)F , the approximation ratio c0 of Delay(d0) tends to
√
3.
Algorithm combination. If c0 < 1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1), execute Delay(d0), otherwise execute the stan-
dard Aggressive strategy.
Corollary 2. The approximation ratio of Combination ismin{1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1), c0}, which tends to
min{1+ F/(k +  kF  − 1),
√
3}.
Proof of Theorem 3. In the following we call our approximation algorithm DL for short, omitting
the given parameter d .We partition the prefetching/caching schedule byDL andOPT into segments
SiDL and S
i
OPT , i  1, such thatDL’s state at the end of SiDL dominates OPT’s state at the end of SiOPT
and the length of SiDL is at most c times the length of S
i
OPT , where c = max{ d+FF , d+2Fd+F , 3(d+F)d+2F }. This
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establishes the theorem. The segments SDL have the property that DL is never in the middle of a
fetch at the end of SiDL. Suppose that S
1
DL, . . . , S
i
DL and S
1
OPT , . . . , S
i
OPT have been constructed so far.
Let t be the time at the end of SiDL and t
′ be the time at the end of SiOPT . We show how to construct
the next segments Si+1DL and S
i+1
OPT . If we are at the beginning of the request sequence and no segments
have been constructed so far, we set t = t′ = 0 and show how to build up the ﬁrst segments.
DL’s next segment starts immediately after t and OPT’s next segment starts immediately after
t′. We have to determine where the segments end and use s to denote the end of DL’s segment and
s′ to identify the end of OPT’s segment. If at time t all k blocks in DL’s cache are requested before
the next missing block, the segments are easily speciﬁed. Suppose that DL serves # requests after t
without initiating a fetch because all blocks in cache are requested before the next missing block.
Then DL’s cursor at time s = t + # dominates OPT’s cursor at time s′ = t′ + # and DL’s holes at
time s also dominate OPT’s holes at time s′ becauseDL’s holes occur at the latest possible positions.
We have the desired domination and the two segments have in fact the same length.
In the following we always assume that at time t there is a block in DL’s cache that is referenced
again only after the next block to be fetched and hence DL can initiate a fetch. Assume that DL
needs D1,D1  d + F , time units after t to complete the next fetch. If OPT does not initiate a fetch
during the nextD1 time units after t′ or if at time t + D1 the k blocks inDL’s cache are all referenced
before the next missing block, then we are easily done. DL’s cursor at time s = t + D1 dominates
OPT’s cursor at time s′ = t′ + F . This is obvious if DL does not incur stall time to complete the
fetch. If DL does incur stall time, then DL fetches the block referenced right after t + D1. OPT’s
cursor at time s′ cannot be ahead of DL’s cursor at time s because DL’s holes at time t dominate
OPT’s holes at time t′. If OPT does not initiate a fetch operation during the next D1 time units after
time t, then its holes do not change up to time s′. If at time t + D1 the k blocks in DL’s cache are all
referenced before the next missing block, then DL’s holes occur that the latest possible positions.
In any case DL’s holes at time s dominate OPT’s holes at time s′. We have the desired domination
and the ratio of the segment lengths is D1/F  (d + F)/F .
We therefore assume in the following that OPT initiates a fetch during the next D1 time units
after t′ and that at time t + D1 there is a block in cache that is referenced after the nextmissing block.
Suppose that DL serves exactly d1 requests after t and that OPT serves d ′1 after t′ before initiating
the next fetch. We distinguish two cases: (1) d ′1  d and (2) d ′1 > d .
Case (1).Assume that d ′1  d . If additionally d ′1  d1, the analysis is simple.DL’s state at time t + d1
dominatesOPT’s state at time t′ + d ′1 and by the Lemma 1DL’s state at time s = t + d1 + F = t + D1
dominates OPT’s state at time s′ = t′ + d ′1 + F . The ratio ofDL’s segment length to OPT’s segment
length is at most D1/(d ′1 + F)  (d + F)/F . If d ′1  d but d ′1 > d1, then let ri be the next request to be
served by DL and rj be the location of the next hole at time t. Set d¯ = min{j − i, d ′1}. Imagine we
wouldmodifyDL as follows. After time tDL serves d¯ requests before initiating a fetch for rj . During
this fetch it evicts the block whose next reference is furthest in the future. Since DL’s state at time t
dominates OPT’s state at time t′, the modiﬁed algorithm’s state at time t + d¯ dominates OPT’s state
at time t + d ′1. ByLemma 1 themodiﬁed algorithm’s state at time t + d¯ + F dominatesOPT’s state at
time t′ + d ′1 + F . By deﬁnition the originalDL algorithmmay delay a fetch for d requests and hence
the block evicted during the ﬁrst fetch after t is equal to the block evicted by the modiﬁed algorithm
during the ﬁrst fetch after t. We obtain that DL’s holes at time s = t + D1 dominate OPT’s holes at
time t′ + d ′1 + F , which are equal to OPT’s holes at time s′ = min{t′ + D1, t′ + d ′1 + F }. Also, DL’s
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cursor at time s dominates OPT’s cursor at time s′ because if DL incurs stall time to complete the
fetch then OPT’s cursor cannot pass because its holes were dominated by DL’s holes. In summary,
we have domination and the ratio of the segment length is upper bounded by D1/F  (d + F)/F
because s′ − t′  F .
Case (2). Assume d ′1 > d . Let D2 = d2 + F be the number of time units after t + D1 DL needs
to complete the next fetch. We have d2  d by the deﬁnition of DL and the fact that DL starts a
fetch immediately after t + D1. We distinguish two cases. (a) d1 + d2  d ′1 and (b) d1 + d2 = d ′1 + #
for some positive integer #.
Case (2a). Suppose that d1 + d2  d ′1 . We have that DL’s state at time t + D1 dominates OPT’s
state at time t + d ′1. The reason is that DL’s cursor at time t + D1 dominates OPT’s cursor at time
t + d ′1 becauseOPT initiates the ﬁrst fetch after t′within the nextD1 time units andDL’s holes at time
t dominate OPT’s holes at time t′, i.e., OPT’s cursor cannot pass DL’s cursor during the ﬁrst fetch.
Since OPT’s holes do not change between t′ and t′ + d ′1, DL’s holes at time t + D1 also dominate
OPT’s holes at time t + d ′1. SinceDL’s state at time t + D1 dominates OPT’s state at time t + d ′1,DL’s
state at time t + D1 + d2 also dominates OPT’s state at time t + d ′1 and by Lemma 1 DL’s state at
time s = t + D1 + d2 + F = t + D1 + D2 dominates OPT’s state at time s′ = t′ + d ′1 + F = t′ + D′1.
The ratio of the segment lengths is (D1 + D2)/D′1  (d ′1 + 2F)/(d ′1 + F)  (d + 2F)/(d + F).
Case (2b). Suppose that d1 + d2 > d ′1. First observe thatDL’s cursor at time t + D1 + d2 dominates
OPT’s cursor at time t′ + D1 + d2. This is obvious ifDL does not incur stall time to complete the ﬁrst
fetch. If DL does incur stall time, then DL’s cursor at time t + D1 must dominate OPT’s cursor at
time t′ + D′1  t′ + D1 becauseDL’s holes at time t dominate OPT’s holes at time t′ andOPT cannot
ﬁnish the ﬁrst fetch later in the sequence than DL. Since DL’s cursor advances one step in each of
the following d2 time units after t + D1 we have the stated domination for the cursors. If at time
t + D1 + D2 all k blocks inDL’s cache are all requestedbefore the nextmissingblock, thenweare eas-
ily done.DL’s state at time s = t + D1 + D2 dominates OPT’s state at time s′ = t′ + D1 + d2 because
DL’s holes occur at the latest possible positions. The ratio ofDL’s segment length toOPT’s segment
length is upper bounded by (D1 + D2)/(D1 + d2)  (d + 2F)/(d + F). Also, if OPT does not initiate
a second fetch before t′ + D1 + d2, the analysis is simple. DL’s state at time s = t + D1 + D2 domi-
nates OPT’s state at time t′ + D′1 = t′ + D1 + d2 − #. This implies thatDL’s state at time s dominates
OPT’s state at time s′ = t′ + D1 + d2 becauseDL’s cursor at time s = t + D1 + D2 dominates OPT’s
cursor at time t′ + D1 + d2 andOPT’s holes do not change between t′ + D1 + d2 − # and s′. The ratio
of the segment lengths is (D1 + D2)/(D1 + d2) = (d ′1 + #+ 2F)/(d ′1 + #+ F)  (d + 2F)/(d + F).
We ﬁnally have to consider the scenario that OPT initiates a second fetch before t′ + D1 + d2
and at time t + D1 + D2 there is a block DL’s cache that is requested after the next missing block.
DL needs D3 = d3 + F time units with d3  d to complete the next fetch. Suppose that OPT ini-
tiates the second fetch at time t′ + D′1 + #′, with #′  #. As above we have that DL’s state at time
t + D1 + D2 dominates OPT’s state at time t′ + D′1. This implies thatDL’s state at time t + D1 + D2
dominates OPT’s state at time t′ + D′1 + #′ because DL’s cursor at time t + D1 + D2 dominates
OPT’s cursor at time t′ + D′1 + #  t′ + D′1 + #′ and OPT’s holes do not change between t′ + D′1
and t′ + D′1 + #′. It follows that DL’s state at time t + D1 + D2 + d3 dominates OPT’s state at time
t′ + D′1 + #′ and by Lemma 1DL’s state at time s = t + D1 + D2 + d3 + F dominates OPT’s state at
time s′ = t′ + D′1 + #′ + F . DL’s segment length is at most 3(d + F) while OPT’s segment length is
at least (d + 2F). 
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3. Minimizing stall time in parallel disk systems
In this section, we present a polynomial time algorithm for systems with D parallel disks that,
given a request sequence , computes a prefetching/caching schedule whose stall time is at most
that of an optimal solution. The schedule uses no more than 2(D − 1) extra memory locations in
cache.
The basic idea is to use the linear programming approach of [1] but to model the objective func-
tion, which measures the stall time of a schedule, in a different way. For this purpose we consider
synchronized schedules that are deﬁned as follows. Consider a prefetching/caching schedule for .
A fetch operation executed from time t1 to time t′1 properly intersects a fetch operation performed
from t2 to t′2 if there is a t with t1  t  t′1 and t2  t  t′2 but t1 /= t2 (and hence t′1 /= t′2). Clearly,
fetch operations executed on the same disk cannot properly intersect, nor can they be executed at
the same time. A prefetching/caching schedule is synchronized if no two fetch operations prop-
erly intersect and if during a fetch interval all the D disks execute a fetch operation. Intuitively,
in a synchronized schedule fetch operations on the D disks are executed completely in parallel,
starting and ending at exactly the same time. For a given , let sOPT (, k) be the stall time of an
optimal schedule for  using k memory locations in cache. We show that there exist synchronized
schedules that achieve a minimum stall time provided that they may use up to D − 1 extra cache
locations.
Lemma 3.For any , there exists a synchronized schedule that achieves a stall time of atmost sOPT (, k)
and uses not more than D − 1 extra memory locations in cache.
Proof. Let S be an optimal prefetching/caching schedule using k cache locations. We show how to
modify S so that the resulting schedule is synchronized and the stall time does not increase. Suppose
that: (a) up to time t schedule S is synchronized and uses at most D − 1 extra cache locations and
(b) from time t on the schedule is not synchronized but uses no extra cache locations. Moreover
assume that at time t a fetch operation is initiated. Initially, t is the ﬁrst point of time such that the
initial schedule is not synchronized.
Since the schedule is not synchronized at time t, the initiated fetch may properly intersect other
fetches or less than D disks may start a fetch operation. Let t′ be the time when the fetch started at
time t ends, i.e., t′ = t + F . If the fetch properly intersects d , 1  d  D − 1, fetches on other disks,
then let t1, . . . , td be the times when these fetches start. Furthermore, let a1, . . . , ad be the blocks
fetched and b1, . . . , bd be the blocks evicted during these fetch operations. The schedule is nowmod-
iﬁed as follows.We delete the fetch operations initiated at times t1, . . . , td and instead fetch a1, . . . , ad
into d available extra cache locations starting at time t. At time t′, when these fetches end, we evict
b1, . . . , bd from cache so that the d extra cache locations are again available. Blocks b1, . . . , bd are
available for eviction because bi was available at time ti  t′, 1  i  d . If d < D − 1, then for any
idle disk we fetch an arbitrary block from that disk into an empty cache location between time t and
t′. This block is evicted again at time t′. At total of at most D − 1 extra cache locations are needed
during the time interval. From time t′ on the schedule uses only k cache locations. The stall time
does not increase during the modiﬁcations because a possible stall time incurred at the end of the
fetch at time t′ was already needed for the original fetch from t to t′. In fact, the fetch operations
on the d other disks may require less stall time than before. Repeating this step we ﬁnally obtain a
synchronized schedule with stall time at most sOPT (, k). 
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We now describe a 0–1 linear program for computing an optimal synchronized prefetching/cach-
ing schedule that uses k + D − 1 cache locations. Let n be the number of requests in the given
sequence . The linear program has to determine the intervals in which the synchronized fetches
are performed. As in [1] we consider intervals I = (i, j) of length at most F in the request sequence,
i = 0, . . . , n− 1 and j = 1, . . . , n. The length of an interval is |I | = j − i − 1. Such an interval repre-
sents a fetch that starts after request ri and ends before rj . Since a fetch takes F time units, F − |I |
units of stall time are incurred at the end of I . For each such interval we introduce a variable x(I)
that is 1 if (synchronized) fetches are performed in interval I and 0 otherwise. The stall time of a
synchronized schedule is easy to compute; it is just the sum of the stall times incurred at the end of
fetch intervals. Thus we wish to minimize
∑
I x(I)(F − |I |).
The rest of the linear program is similar to that given in [1], except that several constraints simpli-
fy. We say that in interval (i, j) is contained in an interval (i′, j′), i.e., (i, j) ⊆ (i′, j′), if i  i′ and j  j′.
We have to ensure that at any time only one set of synchronized fetches is performed. Therefore,
for any i with 1  i  n− 1 we add the constraint∑(i−1,i+1)⊆I x(I)  1.
The linear program also has to determine the blocks to be fetched and evicted in each interval.
We assume without loss of generality that the cache initially contains a set Sinit of k + D − 1 blocks
from disk 1 which are never requested in . Let Sd be the set of blocks in  that are stored on disk
d , 1  d  D, and let S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ SD ∪ Sinit . For any interval I and any block a ∈ S we introduce
a variable fI ,a that is 1 if a is fetched in interval I and 0 otherwise. Furthermore, for any I and any
block a ∈ S there is a variable eI ,a that is 1 if a is evicted in I and 0 otherwise. We have to ensure that,
for any interval I and any disk d , 1  d  D, only one block fromdisk d is fetched. In a synchronized
schedule such a fetch is performed if and only if x(I) = 1. Thus we add
∀I , d
∑
a∈Sd
fI ,a = x(I).
We also have to make sure that in each interval the number of blocks fetched is equal to the
number of blocks evicted, i.e., we have
∀I
∑
a∈S
fI ,a =
∑
a∈S
eI ,a.
When a request is served, the requested block must be in cache. For any a ∈ S1 ∪ · · · ∪ SD let
i1 < i2 < · · · < il be the indices of the requests to a. We add the constraints∑I⊆(0,i1) fI ,a = 1 and∑
I⊆(0,i1) eI ,a = 0, which guarantee that a is in cache at the time of its ﬁrst request. We additionally
impose, for j = 1, . . . , l− 1,∑
I⊆(ij ,ij+1)
fI ,a =
∑
I⊆(ij ,ij+1)
eI ,a  1,
which implies that if a is in cache at the time of its jth reference then it is also in cache at the time
of its (j + 1)st reference. Finally we have∑I⊆(il,n) eI ,a  1. Of course, a block may not be fetched or
evicted when it is referenced. Thus we have, for j = 1, . . . , l,∑
I :(ij−1,ij+1)
fI ,a =
∑
I :(ij−1,ij+1)
eI ,a = 0.
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With respect to the blocks a ∈ Sinit we only require∑I⊆(0,n) eI ,a  1.
We have nmin{F + 1, n} variables x(I) and O(n2 min{F + 1, n}) variables fI ,a and eI ,a. Note that
we can assume k  n since otherwise we could simply load the requested blocks into cache and then
serve all requests. Also, we can assume D  n because otherwise we just ignore the disks that do
not contain a block requested in . Thus we have a polynomial number of constraints. Relaxing
the 0–1 variables to 0  x(I), fI ,a, eI ,a  1, Lemma 3 implies that we can compute in polynomi-
al time a solution whose value is bounded by sOPT (, k). In a fractional solution partial amount
of blocks may be fetched into and evicted from cache. This does not give feasible solutions to
our prefetching/caching problem. The idea of the following analysis is to show that a fraction-
al solution to the relaxed linear program is a convex combination of polynomially many inte-
gral solutions. We can then select one of these integral solutions and achieve a minimum stall
time.
Let I = {I |x(I) > 0}. As in [1] we can modify the fractional solution such that for any two inter-
vals I = (i, j) and I ′ = (i′, j′) in I with I ⊆ I ′ we have i = i′ or j = j′, i.e., intervals share at least
one common endpoint if one is contained in the other. For the purpose of self-containment of this
paper, we describe the modiﬁcation step here. Let I = (i, j) and I ′ = (i′, j′) be two intervals with
I ⊆ I ′ such that i > i′ and j < j′. Assume that in I we fetch block a and evict b. In I ′ we fetch a′ and
evict b′. Let x(I) = x and x(I ′) = x′. Set xmin = min{x, x′}. We reduce x and x′ by xmin, removing the
interval(s) whose x-variable goes to 0. We then introduce intervals J = (i′, j) and J ′ = (i, j′), where
x(J) = x(J ′) = x. In J we fetch a and evict b′. Interval J ′ fetches a′ and evicts b. Repeating this step,
we obtain a solution satisfying the desired property. Based on this property of the intervals, we can
deﬁne a linear order < on I . The intervals are ordered by increasing startpoints and, if intervals
have the same startpoint, they are ordered by increasing endpoints.
We modify the optimal fractional solution even further so that the fetches and evictions satisfy
the following properties. Consider the intervals in the order < and let C denote the cache conﬁg-
uration after we have performed fetches and evictions corresponding to the ﬁrst j intervals in the
order. Let I be the (j + 1)st interval.
(1) For any d , 1  d  D, we fetch the block from disk d that is not completely in C and whose
next reference is earliest.
(2) If we evict a block from disk d in I , then it is the block from disk d which is partially or
completely in C and whose next reference is furthest in the future.
To verify (1), let block a be the one from disk d that is not completely in C and whose next
reference is earliest. Suppose that a is fetched next in interval I ′ > I . Let a′ be a block fetched in I
that is next referenced later than a and let # = min{fI ′,a, fI ,a′ }. We now simply swap the fetch to a′
in I and to a in I ′ by an amount of #. More speciﬁcally, we increase fI ,a by # and decrease fI ,a′ by #.
At the same time we increase fI ′,a′ by # and decrease fI ′,a by #. The swap leads to a feasible schedule
since a′ is requested later than a. Repeating this step yields (1). Property (2) can be shown in exactly
the same way by considering evictions.
Based on the described properties of the optimal solution, it is possible to view the prefetch-
ing/caching schedule as a process over time. For any I ∈ I , deﬁne dist(I) =∑I ′<I x(I ′), i.e., dist(I)
is the sum of the x(I ′) where I ′ precedes I in the order <. The time interval associated with I is
[dist(I), dist(I)+ x(I)]. Hence there is a unique interval I associated with each time. For any interval
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I ∈ I and any disk d , 1  d  D, we sort the blocks fetched from disk d in I by increasing order of
their next reference. Let a1, . . . , al be the blocks in this order. Block ai is fetched for fI ,ai time units
starting at time dist(I)+∑i−1j=1 fi,aj . Hence at each time instant we fetch a unique block from each
disk.
As in [1], for any t in the range [0, 1), we construct an integral feasible solution that uses D − 1
cache locations in addition to the k + D − 1 locations we already use. Let It be the set of intervals I
in I associated with time instances ti = t + i, for all i  0. Each interval I in It is part of the solution
for t. If I ∈ It is the interval associated with time ti, then for any disk d we fetch the block that is
loaded from disk d at time ti . The algorithm for assigning evictions is slightly different from the
one described in [1]. We maintain a set Qt that is initially empty and consider the intervals in I
in the order <. Let I be the current interval and a1, . . . , al be the blocks evicted in I . We add aj ,
1  j  l, to the set Qt if aj is fetched back at time ti, for some i  0, before its next reference or
if aj is not requested again. If I ∈ It and Qt currently contains at least D blocks, then remove D
arbitrary blocks from Qt and evict them during I . If Qt currently contains less than D blocks, then
remove only these available blocks and evict them in I . 
Lemma 4. For any t ∈ [0, 1), solution It is an integral feasible solution that uses a total of at most
k + 2(D − 1) cache locations.
Proof. The intervals in It are disjoint. Moreover, by the deﬁnition of our algorithm for scheduling
evictions, each block that is assigned toQt and hence evicted in an interval of It is also fetched back
before its next reference in an interval of It . Hence It is a feasible solution. The optimal fractional
solution used to construct It usesD − 1 extra memory locations in cache. We will show that at most
D − 1 intervals in It do not have an eviction assigned. If we load the blocks fetched in those intervals
into D − 1 extra memory locations, then It is a feasible solution that uses at most 2(D − 1) extra
cache locations.
Consider our algorithm for scheduling evictions and suppose that we just ﬁnished processing
interval I ∈ I . Let Ed be the total amount of evictions of blocks from disk d up to the current inter-
val, i.e., Ed =∑a∈Sd ∑I ′I eI ′,a. We show that when the algorithm ﬁnishes processing I , Ed − t + 1
blocks from disk d have been assigned toQt . Whenever a block is fetched for the ﬁrst time, the block
must be fetched to extent of 1 and the operation is performed continuously without interruption.
Thus the desired statement holds if on disk d the fetch operations of blocks evicted in intervals
I ′  I are only interrupted by fetches of blocks loaded for the ﬁrst time. So suppose that there exists
a time such that disk d fetches a block that has not yet been evicted in intervals I ′  I and is not
loaded for the ﬁrst time. Let sd be the earliest point in time with the property and let ad be the
block fetched. Obviously, sd  dist(I)+ x(I). Let bd be any block that has been evicted in intervals
I ′  I and is fetched back after sd . Since bd is fetched after ad the next reference to bd must be after
the next reference to ad . The last eviction of bd in intervals I ′  I must be an eviction where bd is
discarded to an extent of 1. If bd were discarded only partially, then our optimal fractional solution
would have evicted the rest of bd in the operations where ad is evicted because bd ’s next reference
is later. Thus when bd is fetched back after sd , it is fetched back to an extent of 1 and this fetch is
performed continuously without interruption.
Hence part of the amount evicted in intervals I ′  I is fetched back continuously until time
sd . Blocks fetched back later are fetched to an extent of 1 and added to Qt . Also, blocks evicted
that are never requested again were added to Qt . Therefore, when the algorithm ﬁnishes process-
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ing I , Ed − t + 1 blocks from disk d have been assigned to Qt . Summing over all disks, a total
of
∑D
d=1(Ed − t + 1) blocks have been assigned to Qt . Let X(I) =
∑
I ′I x(I
′). When the algo-
rithm ﬁnishes processing I , it has tried to assign D(X(I)− t + 1) evictions because It contains
X(I)− t + 1 intervals I ′ with I ′  I in each of which we schedule D fetches and evictions. More-
over,D · X(I) =∑Dd=1 Ed because in our fractional solution in each interval I ′ the amount of fetches
and evictions is exactly x(I ′). We have
DX(I)− t 
⌊
D∑
d=1
(Ed − t)
⌋

D∑
d=1
(Ed − t) + D − 1.
We conclude D(X(I)− t + 1)−∑Dd=1(Ed − t + 1)  D − 1 and at most D − 1 fetch operations
on the various disks to not get an eviction assigned. 
When constructing the solutions It as t varies from 0 to 1, we obtain a given solution not for just
one value of t but for a range of values. Let 0 = x1 < x2 < · · · < xl = 1 be the set of values such
that for all t in the range [xi, xi+1) we obtain the same solution It , 1  i < l. Hence Ix1 , . . . , Ixl−1
are the different solutions we obtain. Since each Ixj , 1  j  l− 1, is a synchronized schedule its
stall time s(Ixj ) is equal to the sum of the stall times incurred by the intervals in Ixj . Giving Ixj
a weight of xj+1 − xj , we obtain that ∑l−1j=1(xj+1 − xj)s(Ixj ) is equal to the value of the optimal
fractional solution. It follows that one of the Ixj achieves a stall time that is bounded by the value
of the optimal fractional solution and hence bounded by the minimum stall time for . Finding
such an Ixj is easy and in fact we do not even have to compute explicitly all the Ix1 , . . . , Ixl−1 .
All we have to do is to compute a t0 such that the total stall time of intervals in It0 is minimum
among all It . For varying t, the intervals in It only change if an interval I ∈ I starts at some
time ti . Thus we only have to check |I| = O(nmin{F + 1, n}) values of t. Once we have deter-
mined an optimal t0, we apply our algorithm to schedule the evictions. This establishes our main
result.
Theorem 4.There exists a polynomial time algorithm for integrated prefetching and caching onD par-
allel disks that, given a request sequence , computes a schedule whose stall time is at most sOPT (, k).
The schedule uses at most 2(D − 1) extra memory locations in cache.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented improved prefetching/caching algorithms for single and parallel
disk systems. In the single disk setting an interesting problem is to develop fast algorithms that
achieve an even smaller approximation ratio with respect to the elapsed time performance mea-
sure. In the parallel disk case it would be good to reduce the extra memory requirements: do there
exist algorithms that compute schedules with a minimum stall time but use less than 2(D − 1)
memory locations in cache? All the previous work on integrated prefetching and caching assumes
that the entire request sequence is known in advance. A challenging open problem is to inves-
tigate online variants of the problem when only limited information about the future is avail-
able.
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